What’s New in Ringtail 8.6?
Ringtail 8.6 takes the next step in advancing Ringtail’s award winning functionality to
incorporate user feedback and ensure Ringtail users have access to the most complete
e-discovery platform on the market. Under the banner of efficiency and usability, Ringtail 8.6
delivers key functionality enhancements allowing users to work smarter, not harder with Ringtail.

Timeline
Ringtail’s new timeline allows users
to visualize document distribution
over time and combine it with
other variables like quick codes
and search term families to rapidly
narrow the set of documents in
the Document Map for a more
focused view. Timeline is activated
using Workspaces and can be
used with result sets of up to
50,000 documents. Documents
can be selected by date range or
by time interval. The time frame
for Timeline is configurable at the
case, group, and user level.
Using Timeline you can:
-- Select documents in a time range, a specific time interval, or a selection of specific time intervals
-- Change the date field used within the Timeline.
-- Select a theme for Map and Timeline.
-- Expand and collapse the Timeline.
-- Enable permission to a group to use the Timeline (in Security>Features>Analysis).
-- Set a default Timeline date for the case (in Case Setup>Case Defaults). The default date is Main Date.
-- Select a default Timeline date for a group (in Security>Groups). If you do not set a group default date, the
Timeline uses the case default.
-- As a reviewer, select a different Timeline date field to use during a review.

Predictive Coding Enhancements
Ringtail 8.6 features enhancements to Predictive Coding visualizations, reporting, workflows and Continuous
Active Learning methodology to increase usability and ease of defensibility.

Enhanced Visualizations
Ringtail’s award winning predictive
coding visualizations have been
enhanced to make balancing
precision and recall as easy as can
be. Use the visual sliding scale
to determine the appropriate
thresholds for your review. New
visual color ranges provide a more
accurate view to the thresholds of
key Predictive Coding variables to
streamline review model creation
and decision making.

Reporting
Automatically generate predictive
coding summary reports to
support court defensibility.
Clearly communication responsive
documents, confidence, precision
and recall range to validate review
methodology.

Workflow Enhancements
Selecting document populations
and samples for your Predictive
Coding review has been optimized
to more deeply integrate within the
natural Ringtail workflow.
Notable enhancements include:
-- Populations and samples
appear in a collapsible tree grid
for improved navigation
-- Populations can be created
explicitly from binders or saved
searches
-- Populations can also be used in
advanced and quick search

Continuous Active Learning
Activation
Applying Continuous Active
Learning (CAL) to your Predictive
Coding review can now be
achieved with just a few clicks of
the mouse.
By activating Continuous Active
Learning you can:
-- Rapidly identify relevant
documents earlier in the review
process
-- Begin the review process
prior to receiving complete
document sets
-- Introduce new documents
at any point in time without
disrupting the review model

Ringtail Mobile Binders
Today’s business world demands
that you stay connected, even
when on the move or remote. The
e-discovery world is no different.
However, reviewing case files
on the go isn’t easy—it requires
cutting edge mobile interfaces
and advanced security to provide
a usable solution. Ringtail
Binders meets and exceeds these
demands to deliver Ringtail case
data into your iPad securely and
with ease of navigation.
Ringtail Binders gives you the flexibility to view, search, annotate, and tag key documents from anywhere, at any
time, all from the convenience of your IPad.
Using Ringtail Binders you can:
-- Easily add binders from your Ringtail desktop environment to be accessed via IPad.
-- View document lists and core fields In Ringtail Binders to filter, search and tag important documents.
-- Create lists of important documents that can be emailed for sharing and future reference.
-- Convert documents to PDF to review, select and zoom in on pages from the thumbnail view.
-- Annotate documents with highlights and notes. Show, hide and proof redactions

Rendering Speed Acceleration
Ringtail has always provided users an interface that responds rapidly to user
actions, now with rendering speed enhancements; users will experience 3x
improvement in doc-to-doc rendering response time. This means load times
for pages and native view are accelerated as well as download times and
transitions from workspace-to-workspace.
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